
tow-behind windrow turners



With 30 years of innovations and improvements, the Menart SP Series tow-

behind turners have stood the test of time. They are known for their ability 

to work many types of applications, including green waste, dairy manure, 

waste water biosolids, sugar cane, palm oil, winery waste, and more.

Menart SP turners allow you to process a wide range of waste while 

producing unequalled quality in the most efficient manner possible.
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INNOVATIVE FEATURES ON MENART TOW-BEHIND TURNERS



Different sizes, same world-class performance.

The Menart SP Series come in four models: SP-30 (the smallest), SP-40, SP-50, and the SP-60 (the largest). 

All models are self-powered and do not require a Creeper Gear or IVT transmission. Just put your tractor in neutral 

and let the machine move it along.  

Efficient performance. Low maintenance.

Thanks to a powerful rotor and tunnel-lifting capacity, Menart machines work in various applications, including 

green waste, dairy manure, waste water biosolids, sugar cane, palm oil, winery waste, and poultry products. With 

some of the fastest speeds on the market, these turners can create windrows up to 8’ 6” high and 21’ wide. The 

design of the drum, which has a large diameter and durable paddles, rotates at 245 rpm and properly turns the 

entire width of the windrow to ensure maximum homogenization and aeration. 

The machines are controlled by a touch screen, which also records valuable data such as production time, hours 

worked, windrow details, travelled routes, and more. All models (except for the SP-30) are steered by a simple 

joystick. Safety features include a radial torque limiter (protects both tractor and turner) and a front rubber saftey 

curtain. Transporting Menart turners is simple, as they easily fold into transport mode (hydraulically-actuated and 

controlled by touch screen) and are all-terrain vehicles.

Big production, small footprint.

For mid-size to smaller composting operations, look no further than the Menart SP Series, now available in 

North America with sales, parts, and service support through Ecoverse. With 30 years of experience and ongoing 

improvements, these machines are top of their class and are as effcient as they are effective.
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30 YEARS OF PRESTIGE



water spray attachment tungsten-coated paddlewater tank attachment
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MENART MODELS AND SPECS

SP-30 SP-40 SP-50 SP-60

5’ 6” 5’ 10” 6’ 6” 7’ 2”

7’ 2” 7’ 6” 8’ 2” 8’ 6”

11’ 14’ 5” 17’ 8” 21’

90 110 180 250

1,400 2,350 3,300 5,200

camera system

MODEL

WINDROW HEIGHT

HEIGHT W/ TUNNEL RAISED

WINDROW WIDTH

REQUIRED TRACTOR HP

YARDS PER HOUR


